Wordscapes level 4810 answers
Wordscapes level 4810 in the Frigid Group and Icicle Pack contains 13 words
and the letters EGLOUY making it a relatively moderate level.
This puzzle 29 extra words make it fun to play.
Reaching this point shows that you completed 56,378 words and 232,169 letters.
The words included in this word game are:
EGO, GEL, GUY, LEG, LOG, LUG, YOU, LYE, GLUE, UGLY, LUGE, OGLE, EULOGY.
The extra or bonus words are:
LOGY, GULY, GEY, GOEL, YGO, OLE, GOE, GOY, GULE, YUG, GOEY, YGOE, LOGE, YULE,
LEU, LOY, GLEY, GLUEY, LEY, UEY, GUL, ULE, OYE, ELOGY, LOU, GEO, GUYLE,
GOLE, GUE.
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Word definitions - wordscapes level 4810
EGO - The self, especially with a sense of self-importance.
GEL - A semi-solid to almost solid colloid of a solid and a liquid, such as jelly, ch
eese or opal.
GUY - A guide; a leader or conductor.
LEG - The lower limb of a human being or animal that extends from the groin to the an
kle.
LOG - Logarithm.
LUG - A lug nut.
YOU - The individual or group spoken or written to.
LYE - A strong caustic alkaline solution of potassium or sodium salts, obtained by le
aching wood ashes. It is much used in making soap as well as its use in biodiesel.
GLUE - A hard gelatin made by boiling bones and hides, used in solution as an adhesiv
e; or any sticky adhesive substance.
UGLY - Displeasing to the eye; not aesthetically pleasing.
LUGE - A racing sled for one or two people that is ridden with the rider or riders ly
ing on their back.
OGLE - , (intransitive) To stare at (someone or something), especially impertinently,
amorously, or covetously.
EULOGY - An oration to honor a deceased person, usually at a funeral.

